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View of Jezreel Valley from Megiddo
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View of Jezreel Valley from Megiddo. Nazareth and Mt. Tabor are in the distance.
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View of Jezreel Valley from Mt. Tabor with Nazareth in the distance.
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View of Jezreel Valley from Mt. Tabor.
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View of Mt. Gilboa from Mt. Tabor
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View of Southern Galilee from Zippora
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Northern Galilee
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Northern Galilee from Tel Hazor
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View towards Jerusalem from Herodium
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View of surrounding hills from Jerusalem
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View of surrounding hills from Jerusalem
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View of hills outside of Jerusalem
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View at Qumran
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View at Qumran
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View at En Geidi
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View at En Geidi
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View from top of Masada
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Just southwest of Dead Sea
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Just southwest of Dead Sea
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From Beersheba
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Representative diagram of a Tel (Tell) showing levels of strata from years of 
destruction and rebuilding.
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Tel at Bethshean
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Tel Megiddo
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View from the top of Tel Megiddo showing excavation through the various strata. 
Note the round altar to the right by the Northern Palace.
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Artist drawing of Caesarea which shows the Hippodamian Plan
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Example of one of the sculptures found in Caesarea that are now located right 
outside the theater. All of them are headless as they were beheaded because Islam 
does not allow icons.
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Theater of Caesarea, which is a half-circle (Full circle would be an amphitheater). 
Most of what is visible is original, but the seats have been restored.
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Theater of Caesarea, which is a half-circle (Full circle would be an amphitheater). 
Most of what is visible is original, but the seats have been restored.
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Today the site contains many recovered column fragments and other items such as a 
a sarcophagus. The marble and granite used in the construction of Caesarea were 
brought in from outside of Israel.
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View of the Lower palace from Herodian times. This area included gardens, mosaics, 
a swimming pool, and the nearby hippodrome (this was built later). All of this was 
built right on the Mediterranean, and the views are stunning.
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Ancient mosaics and the remains of a swimming pool (bath)
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Inscription found at Caesarea - “Pontius Pilate, the prefect of of Judea, erected a 
building dedicated to the emperor Tiberius.” 

The palace at Caesarea was likely used by Pontius Pilate while he was a Roman 
Governor before moving to Jerusalem. An inscription mentioning him was found in 
Caesarea, and there is a replica of this inscription on the palace site today (the 
original is in the Israel Museum).
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View of the upper palace.
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Taken from the upper palace toward the remains of the harbor and city. Likely that 
Paul appeared before Felix, Festus, and Herod Agrippa II at this palace.
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Remains of a Hippodrome beside the palace. Hippodrome literally means “circle of 
horses” and was a full amphitheater for chariot races. The Mediterranean side of the 
hippodrome is no longer there as it was consumed by the sea. Most of the buildings 
in Caesarea were structures of amusement.
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View north from Hippodrome
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Remains of a public toilet that are right outside the hippodrome. 
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Another view taken from the upper palace toward the remains of the harbor and city. 
This is pointing north.
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To the north there are the remains of the ancient aqueduct at Caesarea. Aqueduct 
literally means “water carrier” in Latin.
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It was important for cities to have a source of fresh water, and this aqueduct was built 
by Herod the Great to carry water approximately 3 km from a spring on Mt. Carmel. 
This fresh water would have been used for daily consumption, ritual washings by the 
Jews, and fountains for the Romans.
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It was important for cities to have a source of fresh water, and this aqueduct was built 
by Herod the Great to carry water approximately 3 km from a spring on Mt. Carmel. 
This fresh water would have been used for daily consumption, ritual washings by the 
Jews, and fountains for the Romans.
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View of Jezreel Valley from Megiddo
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View of Jezreel Valley from Megiddo. Nazareth and Mt. Tabor are in the distance.
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View of Jezreel Valley from Mt. Tabor with Nazareth in the distance.
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View of Jezreel Valley from Mt. Tabor.
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Representative diagram of a Tel (Tell) showing levels of strata from years of 
destruction and rebuilding.
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View of Tel Megiddo
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View of Tel Megiddo with walkway on the right.
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Main gate of Megiddo from the 16th century B.C. (This means that it is 3500 years 
old). This was the only way in and out of city.
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Wooden planks show line of what is original to the site, and what has been 
reconstructed.
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Pathway to the top of Tel Megiddo
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Gate from 10th century B.C. (time of Solomon). Partially destroyed getting to the 
lower gate from the 16th century.
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View from the top of Tel Megiddo showing excavation through the various strata. 
Note the round altar to the right by the Northern Palace.
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Remains of the Northern Palace. This palace was from the 10th (Solomon) or 9th

(Ahab) centuries BC.
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Remains of the Northern Stable from 9th (Ahab) or 10th (Solomon) century BC.
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Grain Silo from time Jeroboam II (8th century B.C.)
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Remains of the Southern Stables from the 9th Century B.C. (Time of Ahab)
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Remains of the Southern Stables from the 9th Century B.C. (Time of Ahab)
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Diagram of the Megiddo Water System from the 9th Century BC (Time of Ahab). The 
water system was a tunnel that was built underground to the spring which was the 
source of water for the city. This was key for being able to access the water supply 
during times of siege. The spring was covered from the outside so that it was only 
accessible via the tunnel.
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Entrance to the Megiddo Water System from the 9th Century BC (Time of Ahab). The 
water system was a tunnel that was built underground to the spring which was the 
source of water for the city. This was key for being able to access the water supply 
during times of siege. The spring was covered from the outside so that it was only 
accessible via the tunnel. Notice the original steps to the right of the modern steps.
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Tunnel leading down to the Megiddo Water System from the 9th Century BC (Time of 
Ahab). The water system was a tunnel that was built underground to the spring which 
was the source of water for the city. This was key for being able to access the water 
supply during times of siege. The spring was covered from the outside so that it was 
only accessible via the tunnel.
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Tunnel that is part of the Megiddo Water System from the 9th Century BC (Time of 
Ahab). The water system was a tunnel that was built underground to the spring which 
was the source of water for the city. This was key for being able to access the water 
supply during times of siege. The spring was covered from the outside so that it was 
only accessible via the tunnel.
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Spring that is part of the Megiddo Water System from the 9th Century BC (Time of 
Ahab). The water system was a tunnel that was built underground to the spring which 
was the source of water for the city. This was key for being able to access the water 
supply during times of siege. The spring was covered from the outside so that it was 
only accessible via the tunnel.
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